
 
Chapter 2  
From détente to rapprochement  
(Winter, spring and summer 1933) 
 
 
 
 
 
I 
 
By the end of 1932, the Soviet Union's position in Europe seemed 

stronger than ever before. A series of non-aggression pacts had given Russia 
solid security assurances from France and the border states (with the notable ex-
ception of Rumania). In fact, these agreements went just as far in extending re-
ciprocal obligations as Moscow, still committed to avoiding participation in in-
ternational groupings of states, had wished. Security of their western borders as-
sured, the Russians were able to observe, without undue consternation, the Japa-
nese offensive in January 1933, which aimed at opening the way to Outer Mon-
golia and the Soviet Far East1.  

Protracted discussions between Paris, London, and Rome about plans to 
bring Germany back to the Disarmament Conference and the League of Na-
tions, from which she had withdrawn in protest against other participants' fail-
ure to recognize German "equality of rights", concluded with the five-power 
meetings in Geneva. The key formula of the resulting agreement, known as the 
Five-Powers Declaration of December 11, 1932, read: "The Governments of 
Great Britain, France, and Italy declare that one of the principles that should 
guide the Conference on Disarmament should be the grant to Germany and to 
the other disarmed Powers, of equality of rights in a system which would pro-
vide security for all nations..."2. This legally impeccable definition was ac-
cepted by the new German Cabinet, formed by General Schleicher in early De-
cember 1932, as a step toward international recognition of German rearmament 
needs. At the same time, it provided the states vitally interested in keeping 
German expansionism in check with a means to do so. In early 1933, the Nar-
komindel prepared an initiative, which enhanced French demands that new se-
curity arrangements precede any solution of the armaments problems. Until 
1933, the Soviets had campaigned for total disarmament as the only way to pre-
vent wars; now they instead stressed the necessity of strengthening the provi-
sions of international law and collective security. Such were the main implica-
tions of the speech which Litvinov delivered to the General Commission of the 
Disarmament Conference on February 6. The draft of the definition of aggres-
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sion, proposed by the Commissar for Foreign Affairs, specified "considerations 
of a political, strategic or economic character" which could no longer "serve as 
justification for aggressio 3n" .  

Simultaneously, Moscow found in the new German Chancellor Schleicher a 
more agreeable partner than his immediate predecessors4. The general atmos-
phere of German-Soviet relations, which had appeared reasonably friendly un-
der Brüning and Papen, improved to the degree that, while continuing to sound 
out the Poles as to the possibility of a territorial settlement at Lithuania's ex-
pense5, German diplomats hoped the Soviet policy might be reconciled with the 
goals of the Ostpolitik. The German ambassador returned to the question of Pol-
ish-German borders in a private conversation with Stomoniakov in mid-January 
1933. The NKID’s Collegium Member significantly remained silent when Dirk-
sen expressed the belief that,  

"this problem might be solved even without war. He [Dirksen] is recalling 
that for the last 150 years such a 'peaceful' method of solving frontier dis-
putes with Poland was, in essence, the dominant one in many of her disputes 
with neighbors. As had happened earlier with partitions of Poland, a 'correc-
tion' of the present Polish borders with Germany and the USSR might happen 
in the future"6.  

Two weeks later, Hitler as the leader of the National-Socialist party, was in-
vited to form his Cabinet. Moscow viewed the coming to power of the Hitler-
Papen coalition with anxiety, but it is not clear which of them was considered 
the more dangerous. "I have no more faith in Hitler than in von Papen", Litvi-
nov told Attolico in 19327, but not everyone in the Soviet leadership necessarily 
shared this opinion. As to the War Minister General Blomberg, Krestinski, Dep-
uty Commissar for Foreign Affairs, called him "our friend"8. The Nazis could 
prevail over their conservative partners, but this perspective must have caused 
little disappointment in the USSR. Who in those days better than the Bolsheviks 
knew the difference between revolutionary rhetoric and the practical conduct of 
foreign policy after power had been seized?9 Since the spring 1932, Hitler and 
his collaborators had shown remarkable understanding of Soviet foreign policy 
problems and were busy assuaging Moscow's concerns about the intentions of 
the Nazis10.  

Fresh reassurances came from Hitler only a few days after his nomination as 
Chancellor. On February 4, Count von Reventlov visited the Russian Embassy 
to bring Leo Khinchuk a message from the head of his government. As the am-
bassador wrote in his journal, Reventlov "[had] just called on Hitler and talked 
to him about the Soviet-German relations. Repeating Hitler's words, 
R[eventlov] says that Soviet-German relations will not suffer any changes be-
cause of the change of government and the new government will care about the 
development of those relations"11. Future developments could hardly be pre-
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dicted, but Moscow saw no reasons to hasten events. Boris Stomoniakov wrote 
to the Soviet envoy in Kaunas in the middle of February that according to most 
recent reports "the vast majority of the German Cabinet" had adopted "a strong 
stand against Hitler's purposes. Actually, I [Stomoniakov] guess, under present 
international conditions even Hitler himself would hardly dare to make radical 
changes in the German policy in regard to the USSR. He has virtually no 
ground to do so"12. It was undoubtedly the position of the Politburo, the Soviet 
supreme authority, that the First Deputy Commissar communicated to the Em-
bassy in Berlin on February 23, 1933:  

"We want the present government to take a friendly attitude to us. We count 
upon this because the external situation of Germany dictates to Hitler's gov-
ernment the necessity not to break off with us, but at least maintain the pre-
vious relations. But in order to make Hitler and his entourage understand the 
necessity of a corresponding public declaration in relation to us, they must 
see that we are reserved and wait for such statement. If Hitler stays in power 
(I think he has come for a long time), business-like and personal contacts un-
doubtedly will be established between his government and our embassy [pol-
predstvo], but we must, first, leave it Hitler to take an initiative and, second, 
let the election pass, after which certain calm will prevail for some time"13.  

At the same time, Moscow’s diplomatic activity showed her interest in stable 
but nonetheless cautious relations with Poland. The Soviet legation actively 
widened its contacts with political, business, and military circles and established 
new ones with leaders of the National Democratic and Socialist opposition. The 
Soviet agencies were unusually quick to sign an agreement, in mid-February, to 
organize a Soviet art exhibition in Warsaw, which turned out to be a cultural 
and, partly, political sensation14. But the Russians avoided discussing the possi-
bility of political cooperation between the USSR and Poland in addressing 
European problems. When the deputy chief of the Eastern Department of the 
MSZ's, Starzewski, informally asked Podolski on March 7 whether "it would 
not be better [for the Soviet Union] to join Poland against Germany than to sup-
port Germany against Poland," the counsellor promptly replied that he "could 
accept this question only as a joke"15.  

In the beginning of 1933 Poland found itself in an awkward position. The 
declaration of December 11, 1932 ran counter to Poland's policy and endan-
gered her vital interests16. In January, informal talks between German and 
French industrialists ended with recommendations to both governments to mod-
ify borders in the Polish corridor and Upper Silesia17. By the spring, the deterio-
ration of Polish-French relations had reached such a stage that the Poles admit-
ted "that under the present French Government there would be serious reasons 
to doubt whether the treaty [of alliance] would be respected," "if Germany 
launched an aggressive war against Poland"18. The Nazis, who in the early 30s 
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had been in the foreground of anti-Polish campaigns, after their rise to suprem-
acy intensified claims for territorial revision. German-Polish tensions culmi-
nated in the Westerplatte incident of March 7, when Pilsudski decided on rein-
forcing the Polish garrison in Danzig in reply to the disbandment of special the 
Harbor Police Force by the Free City Senate. Pilsudski's move, technically vio-
lating international agreements, was above all a demonstration of Poland's will 
to defend its interests, even by forceful means"19. Warsaw was in a desperate 
need of, at least, outward signs of Soviet solidarity with her refusal to yield to 
German pressures.  

No wonder then, that the Polish Foreign Ministry missed no occasion to por-
tray Poland's relations with the USSR in bright colors. Addressing the Sejm 
Committee for Foreign Relations on February 15, Józef Beck, newly appointed 
chief of the MSZ, dwelt upon the "great importance" of the new non-aggression 
system in Northeast Europe. Turning to relations with Germany, the minister 
declared that Poland's attitude toward her would be the same as Germany's to-
ward Poland20. The Soviets had reasons to suspect that this statement indicated 
an offer rather than a warning and that Pilsudski was preparing to play a "Soviet 
card" against Hitler. If the Soviets agreed to assist Poland's sabre rattling, the 
Germans could be pushed towards a compromise with her. While nationalistic 
feelings were at a pinnacle in both Germany and Poland, the Russians asked 
themselves, whose interests were to be sacrificed in future German-Polish en-
counters, if not their own. France certainly would feel relieved and would not 
object to a Polish-German territorial accord; the USSR would, therefore, be iso-
lated in Europe. The alternative which the Narkomindel evidently preferred in 
the first half of 1933 was the stabilization, for the time being, of Soviet-German 
relations, and continued improvement of contacts with Poland and France. Esca-
lation of the diplomatic and trade conflict between the USSR and Great Britain, 
started by the Metro-Vickers trial in Leningrad in March 1933, during the 
spring of that year, strengthened the NKID's line of reasoning and its willing-
ness to proceed step by step with a rapprochement with the states interested in 
maintaining peace and the territorial status quo.  

But the tactic (and, perhaps, the strategy as well) Litvinov and his staff were 
working for no longer satisfied Stalin, who was yielding to the temptation to put 
stakes on opposing sides of an international constellation. Stalin's first step was 
characteristic: he sent Pilsudski a trial balloon to shoot down; if he did not, it 
would fly to Berlin.  

In early 1933, under orders from the Kremlin, the OGPU surveillance and ac-
tive operations concerning the Polish mission in Moscow intensified. In the be-
ginning of February, one member of its staff, Olszewski, was arrested and 
charged with illegal currency bargains. As R.21 informed a Soviet official, this 
action "caused serious embarrassment for the Poles", who complained about se-
cret police pressures and provocations22. On February 17, Juliusz Lukasiewicz, 
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while recognizing Olshewski's responsibility before Soviet laws, strongly pro-
tested to a member of the NKID's collegium, Stomoniakov, against the methods 
applied by the secret police. The OGPU tried to make the arrested Pole "con-
fess" to his involvement in allegedly illegal activities of the Polish military at-
taché Colonel Kowalewski23. Olszewski refused, but this changed nothing. For 
Moscow "the Olshewski affair" was the first step toward accusations against the 
military attaché.  

In the second half of February, Boris Stomoniakov invited the Polish envoy 
to his office in order to demand that J. Kowalewski be recalled immediately24. 
Later, in heated conversations with the Poles, Litvinov and Stomoniakov men-
tioned the main accusations against the attaché. He had reportedly been interfer-
ing in Soviet internal affairs and his interviews with a Japanese colleague had 
allegedly been aimed at encouraging Japanese aggression against the USSR25. 
Whether or not there was any truth in these accusations is of little importance 
for this study; Litvinov recognized that the OGPU had been reporting on 
Kowalewski's hostile activities for years26. The content and the distribution of 
the NKID records relating to this case leave no doubt that charges against the 
Polish attaché had been brought on explicit instructions from Stalin who closely 
watched the Polish reaction.  

Moscow's demands might have dealt a severe blow to the fragile Soviet-
Polish understanding, for, as polpred (plenipotentiary) Antonov-Ovseenko re-
minded his superiors, "Kowalewski command[ed] exceptional 'respect' in the 
Polish General Staff and [was] one of the closest confidants of the Marshal"27. 
Simultaneously, Soviet authorities returned to their earlier demands to the Poles 
not to use officers of the Intelligence Department of the Main Staff as diplo-
matic couriers between Warsaw and the Polish Legation in Moscow. Alarmed 
by these demands, Antonov-Ovseenko did his best to appease the Poles28 and 
soften the official Soviet position. On February 28, still uninformed of the ulti-
matum given to Warsaw concerning Kowalewski, the envoy pointed out that 
friction on the issue of couriers would damage Soviet relations with the mili-
tary. Recent Soviet moves, the polpred added, reduced the likelihood of an in-
terview with the Marshal, which T. Schaetzel, the chief of the MSZ's Eastern 
Department, had earlier offered to arrange for him29. Given the strong feelings 
of the comradeship-in-arms among the Polish ruling élite, a confrontation be-
tween Warsaw and Moscow seemed almost unavoidable30. Pilsudski was ap-
parently aware of the probable impact which diplomatic conflict with Russia 
would have on Poland's precarious position. On February 27, Stomoniakov was 
surprised to hear from Lukasiewicz that the Polish Government "did not see ob-
stacles to recalling Colonel Kowalewski. The War Minister, i. e. Pilsudski, had 
even been thinking of giving Kowalewski another assignment"31.  

Due to Pilsudski's extraordinary compliance with Stalin's demands, and to 
how the Narkomindel handled this affair ("not one outsider" was told about 
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it32), the whole incident went completely unnoticed by the outside world. The 
Marshal's acquiescence and readiness to meet the Russians half-way was highly 
valued by the Soviet envoy in Warsaw. For the Kremlin, the outcome of the in-
cident served as a sign that Poland, facing the German threat, might accept the 
role of the junior partner in a Soviet-Polish relationship.  

The settlement of this incident coincided with the Reichstag fire of February 
27 that was almost immediately followed by attacks on Soviet representatives in 
Germany. In a few days, to the great satisfaction of the Poles, a Soviet-German 
press war began33.  

Soon, as if to draw Moscow and Warsaw nearer to each other, the specter of 
a revisionist bloc of Western powers reappeared in both capitals. During the 
visit of J. R. MacDonald and J. Simon to Rome on March 18-19, Mussolini pre-
sented them with a draft of an agreement between Britain, France, Germany and 
Italy. The British and, a few days later the French, supported the idea of a Four 
Power pact. Its obvious aim was to remove tensions among the participants at 
the price of a limited revision of the Versailles Treaty. Poland, naturally on the 
top of the envisaged losers' list, declared she would use all her guns in replying 
to proposals which might arise from the Pact. Warsaw happened to be the only 
foreign capital whose opposition to Western plans was even sharper than that of 
Moscow34. The attitude of Polish public opinion was "absolutely and decidedly 
negative regardless of the text and form of the [Four Power] pact and regardless 
of whether Poland [was] invited to collaborate in it or not"35. On March 27, the 
official Gazeta Polska suggested Poland's desire to cooperate with the Little En-
tente and the USSR against a threat to stability in Central Eastern Europe36. 

The Soviets grasped the hand extended to them. In the first days of March, 
figures close to the Kremlin started intimating to the Poles that "the front-line of 
the Sov.[iet] Union [was] now on Pr[o]sna and Varta," rivers of Polish-German 
borderland37. Later that month the head of the Foreign Section of Izvestia, S. 
Raevski, for the first time revealed to a Polish representative Russian plans for a 
far-reaching political collaboration with Poland (strangely enough, the represen-
tative was Jan Kowalewski who had come to Moscow for the last time to intro-
duce Captain Harland, the new military attaché, to the Soviet authorities). He 
assured the former attaché that Pilsudski commanded profound respect from 
Stalin, that both the Red Army and Soviet statesmen were now Polonophile and 
that they believed that the situation was ripe for alliances with Poland and 
France against Germany. Raevski told Kowalewski that the USSR was not only 
ready to maintain neutrality in the case of a military conflict between Poland 
and Germany but that weapons and war materials would be delivered to Poland 
if they were wanted. According to Polish diplomatic reports from Moscow, 
similar assurances were made by the editor-in-chief of Izvestia, Mikhail Gron-
ski, and Carl Radek38. Those overtures to the Poles in March 1933 were di-
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ted from quarters close to Stalin or, most probably, were initiated on his in-
struction.  

Both official and unofficial conversations which the Narkomindel chiefs and 
representatives conducted with the Poles differed strikingly from Raevski's 
statements. On March 23, responding to Lukasiewicz's inquiry about the state of 
Soviet-German relations (apparently made in an effort to receive confirmation 
of the Soviet promises received through unofficial channels), Litvinov told him 
that "despite the polemic in the press, the relations, probably, will remain the 
same as before”. He reaffirmed that the USSR intended to continue "further 
rapprochement" with Poland and France, but adamantly refused to go beyond 
an appeal to the minister to assist in removing "those small splinters which re-
mained for a long time i

 to fulfill without hindrance the intentions which formed thebasis of the 
nonaggression pact"39.  

The NKID's tendency to pursue gradual rapprochement with Poland without 
one-sided commitments from the USSR was further manifested in April when 
Litvinov approached the Poles with the idea of holding a conference of the 
states bordering the USSR and having signed non-aggression treaties with her. 
The aim of such a conference, he explained to Lukasiewicz, might be a "mutual 
protocol", declaring the signatories' acceptance of "our definition of aggres-
sion." Litvinov told the envoy that he was approaching Poland first since the re-
alization of the initiative anytime in the near future depended mainly on her en-
dorsement of the idea40. The Polish Foreign Ministry agreed to enter negotia-
tions along the lines the Soviets suggested, but only upon the old condition that 
the Bessarabian problem be legally resolved in negotiations between Moscow 
and Bucharest. Litvinov's argument against establishing linkage between the 
two issues had little effect. Though Beck thro

 Russian draft in Geneva, the Commissar was to conclude that "the issue of a 
conference must be considered dropped"41.  

Meanwhile, the Narkomindel followed events in Germany and trends in her 
foreign policy. In early spring, these trends remained unclear for the chiefs of 
the Auswärtige Amt and even for the cabinet42. Although Hitler refused to fol-
low anti-Polish recommendations of Neurath and Bülow from the German For-
eign Ministry, he probably still saw a p

rtheastern Europe. His statement to the Soviet Ambassador at an official au-
nce on April 28 stressed this point:  

"Independently of the differences in outlook of the two countries, they are 
tied by mutual interests and this bond is of a long-term nature. This is true 
both in the economical and political fields, because they have one and the 
same difficulties and enemies. The Soviets, for example, have to worry about 
their western frontier, [while] Germany ha
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tier [...] ...it must be always remembered that both countries can complement 
each other and render mutual services"43.  

Such allusions and assurances were reiterated (although in a vaguer form) by 
the head of the Prussian Government, Göring, when he met the Ambassador on 
May 244. Two weeks later, after the Reichstag had ratified the Soviet-German 
protocol of 1931, which had prolongated the Berlin Treaty of non-aggression, 
Hitler proclaimed from its dais that his crusade against Communism should in 
no way affect the relations between the two states: "Toward the Soviet Union, 
the Reich Government intends to cultivate friendly relations advantageous to 
both parties. It is precisely the Government of national revolution that finds it-
self in a position to pursue such a positive policy toward Soviet Russia"45.  

Incidents with Soviet citizens in Germany continued, but the NKID officials 
understood that there were complex political motives for linking the anti-
Communist campaign with Soviet institutions in Germany. A former member of 
the KPD and the author of the Journal of a Storm-trooper, the chief of the Nar-
komindel's Second Western Department, David Stern, revealed what were 
pr
Vi

All this is extremely important and necessary to pre-

ight encourage Poland to take aggressive actions"48. In a letter to the 

obably the true considerations of the Nazi leaders as he wrote to Counsellor 
nogradov on April 29, 1933:  

"...the situation might arise, when they would put a row of  
troubles in our way in order to find a pretext for negotiations, pretending that 
the old Rapallo policy basically continues to exist. We would even be as-
sured that both we and Germany have common enemies, such as Poland, 
France, and that the German Government is in no way interested in over-
throwing Bolshevism. 
clude the possibility of a mutual rapprochement between ourselves and post-
Versailles powers"46.  

Litvinov and Shtern seemed to be convinced that genuine political coopera-
tion with Berlin was out of question, at least with the Nazis in power, while 
other Narkomindel chiefs, Krestinski and Stomoniakov, were inclined not to 
draw what they saw as too hasty conclusions and did not exclude the possibility 
that the Soviet-German relations might be returned into "old quiet riverbed"47. 
These differences in emphasis apparently did not affect the tactical line which 
the Narkomindel pursued in its contacts with the Poles and the Germans. On 
April 29, Ambassador von Dirksen called on the People's Commissar to inform 
him that according to confidential reports from Warsaw, Poland's military 
preparations were becoming more threatening and she was "spreading rumours 
about promises, the USSR allegedly gave her" that Moscow would assume a 
benevolent neutrality should the Poles invade Eastern Prussia. Maxim Litvinov 
responded in a friendly manner but was reluctant to go into details or give 
promises. He simply told the Ambassador: "Of course, we will do and say noth-
ing that m
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arsaw Legation, Stomoniakov explained the motives of the Soviet Foreign 
fice.  

"There are no contradictions at all between the instruction not to intimidate 
the Germans with information on Poland's preparations for preventive war 
and the opinion expressed later that we are not interested at all to relieve the 
Germans' anxiety over the possible improvement and deepening of Soviet-
Polish relations. By intimidating the Germans, while we have no actual evi-
dence to this effect49, we can only create in Germany an impression that we 
are especially interested in deterioration of the Polish-German mutual rela-
tions and that we are engaged in a political intrigue to achieve this. While 
failing to advance our cause, this would only complicate our relations with 
Germany... [...] While denying the conclusion, or even negotiations between 
ourselves and Poland about the conclusion of new political treaties, we ought 
to bolster their anxiety over possible deepening of our relations with Poland 
and France. [...] Recently Dirksen on different occasions called on me with 
perturbed requests to inform him whether we had any agreements with Po-
land unknown to him, whet
ducted... etc. Of course, I always give negative replies, but do not try too 
hard to convince him"50.  

Such were developments when, on June 16, a member of the Reich govern-
ment and the head of its delegation at the World Economic Conference deliv-
ered a memorandum on German needs. A. Hugenberg concluded his speech by 
an appeal to the Western Powers to recognize that only two "impartial steps" 
could make Germany solvent: to give her "a colonial empire again in Africa" 
and to "open up to the 'nation without the space' areas in which it could provide 
space for settlement of its vigorous race and construct great works of peace"51. 
N. Krestinski, de facto Acting People’s Commissar (Litvinov presided over the 
Russian delegation in London and conducted talks with the British and the 
USSR's European neighbours) had considered Hugenberg's statement as a 
"well-thought-out act of the German government". This mistaken assessment 
which Krestinski shared with most of his contemporaries52, had important im-
plications. A staunch supporter of the Soviet-German partnership, Krestinski 
could not help but ask himself: "What we can do?". In his view, "above all, we 
should remember that one must distrust affable assurances of the Germ[an] 
Gov[ernment] [...] that more distant political plans of Germany include war with 
us, [and] that the present situation is only a temporary breathing-space"53.  

At the same time Krestinski argued against drastic changes in the Soviet dip-
atic course. On June 26, the Acting Commissar wrote to L. Khinchuk:  

"As to the outward, while not maintaining previous friendship and not allow-
ing her [Germany] to use the Soviet card in her interests as it was before, we 
should not go to the opposite extreme. We have no reasons to declare every-
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where that previous relations between us are completely destroyed. For if we 
proclaimed this without need, the states hostile to Germany would have no 

man internal situation and for-
eig
ind

ognition that an empty spot was left of the Soviet-

e of the Soviet-German relations would only 
harm the Soviets' freedom of manoeuvre and prospects for close political coop-
era ion with Poland and France. 

 
 

incentive to make this or that concession in regard to us in order to tear us 
from Germany"54.  

Litvinov's behavior during 1933 proves that he shared this opinion, and so 
definitely did Khinchuk55. On July 7, the Ambassador sent Lazar Kaganovich, a 
powerful Secretary of the Central Committee and a member of its Political Bu-
reau, a personal letter with an analysis of the Ger

n policy. The main aim of this message was to persuade Kaganovich — and, 
irectly, other leaders of the Politburo — that,  

"while pursuing a rapprochement with France and Poland and other states, 
we should not throw off the mask too hastily and launch an all-out anti-
German campaign. Certain proportions must be preserved... If we openly 
come out with the rec
German relations, this will only bring down our price in the eyes of Ger-
many's opponents"56.  

The Ambassador had good reasons to address his appeal to the Soviet direc-
torate. In May and June 1933, the Kremlin moved further towards publicly dem-
onstrating its dissatisfaction with the Germans. An article by K. Radek, which 
appeared in Pravda on May 10 was of special significance. The word "revision" 
with the Nazis in power was "simply another name for a new world war" be-
cause "the nations recognized by the Fascists as 'inferior'" would stand by their 
"national interests".57 In retrospect, this may fairly be regarded as an unerring 
judgement. However, equally justified was the opinion prevailing in the NKID, 
that a revelation of the real stat

t

II 
 
By the summer of 1933 the tension between Poland and Germany 

had passed its most acute phase. For Warsaw, the value of the promises Raevski 
and Radek had made to the Poles in March was in no way diminished by the 
latest events. In early April, Pilsudski and Beck began sounding the Germans 
about the possibility of a stabilization in their bilateral relations58. Simultane-
ously, the Polish government circles strengthened vague reports that "something 
[was] being prepared between the Poles and [the] Russians", "by the very un-
usual statement" in the press that the Marshal was to receive the Soviet envoy 
very shortly59. The atmosphere of gossips that thickly clouded the Pilsudski-
Antonov meeting contributed to Polish endeavors to ease tensions on the west-
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ern border., while some high-placed Polish journalists, primarily I. 
Matushewski, were quick to spread rumours about the assurances privately 
given by the Kremlin. The German Ambassador to Warsaw von Moltke re-
ported to the Ausamt in the late April that “a political figure especially close to 
Beck's circle recently affirmed very positively that the Soviet Government had 
ma

-Ovseenko commented approvingly on the instructions from 
St
wi

reverences are a very insufficient reward for our 

 with 
the

ange in their relations and spoke at some 
len
yo

de the binding statement that in case of a Polish-German conflict it would 
remain neutral"61.  

Stomoniakov considered these tips as ill-intentioned propaganda, utterly 
harmful to the Soviet interests62. Antonov-Ovseenko, who had heard them from 
Italian and Czech colleagues refuted reports about a new Soviet commitment63. 
In the Narkomindel and the Legation there was a consensus of opinion that a 
friendly reserve toward the Poles was the best method to produce an opening for 
entente. Antonov

omoniakov regarding the language to be used at the forthcoming interview 
th Pilsudski:  

"I, of course, will follow strictly ... the directives of your telegram in the con-
versation with the Marshal. The impression to be produced should be the 
following: Franco-Polish 
withdrawal from 'Rapallo', this withdrawal, however, under certain condi-
tions is not ruled out"64.  

The Kremlin's overtures to Poland seemed to interfere with the Narkomin-
del's calculations, producing negative effects for the course the latter tried to 
implement. When the Soviet polpred met the Marshal in an audience on May 1, 
he was invited to reminisce about the events at the Warsaw's Citadel in 1905 
and to listen to Pilsudski's poetical remarks about spring weather and the rivers 
on the Polish-Lithuanian borderland. Pleased with Pilsudski's manners, An-
tonov-Ovseenko was puzzled by his unwillingness to discuss political aspects of 
the Soviet-Polish relations65. It would hardly be in line with the actual evidence, 
however, to consider Pilsudski’s prudency merely as a confirmation of his dou-
ble game. Probably, the Polish leader also saw no need to raise those issues

 Russian envoy while he waited to learn the results of Boguslav Miedziński's 
mission to Moscow to meet a more responsible representative of Stalin66.  

Colonel Miedziński, the editor-in-chief of the official Gazeta Polska, came to 
Russia as a guest of the Izvestia editorial board to take part in May Day celebra-
tions in Moscow. His behavior, as Stomoniakov's note "Talks with Miedziński" 
indicates, appeared enigmatic to the NKID chiefs. At a dinner at the Polish Le-
gation on occasion of a Polish national holiday, May 3, the member of the col-
legium tried in vain to elicit Miedziński's opinion about what both countries 
should do to bring about a profound ch

gth about the need to supplement them with some content that would go be-
nd that of the non-aggression pact.  
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"Miedziński, as if he were afraid of being involved in the conversation on 
this theme, said that it was up to both countries' diplomacies and promptly 
added that he was not aware of particular issues [...] The conversation lasted 
long enough, especially on the issues of the general improvement of rela-
tions, the position of the press and the public opinion in both countries, on 
cultural rapprochement etc. M.[iedziński], however, displayed great reserve, 
and although he was very courteous and affable, he was on guard and be-

 more days, during which he 
mi

understood Pilsudski's statement as an invitation to consider closer cooperation 

came very stingy with his words when the conversation turned to the political 
matters"67.  

It was only after the lunch in his honour at the Hotel Nationale on May 4 that 
Miedziński told Radek that he had been authorized to express the views of Pil-
sudski. Radek, immediately turning to his duties of the chief of the Bureau of 
the International Information replied that, being only an assistant ("referent"), 
he ought to receive a sanction from "the same authority of ours". In the evening 
Miedziński communicated to Radek the words of Pilsudski, referring to a wall-
map of Europe as he spoke: "In no way and under no circumstances will Poland 
join Germany against the Soviet Union"68. The colonel pointed out that Pilsud-
ski's statement clearly followed from Poland's raison d'etat ("racja stanu"): even 
a successful war with Germany against the USSR would mean a catastrophe for 
Poland, which would inevitably have been surrounded by an expanded German 
Reich and its client states. Further evolution of Soviet-Polish relations depended 
in the last resort, Miedziński stressed, on Moscow's ability to understand that 
Polish national interests ruled out an aggressive policy towards Russia. After a 
long silence, Radek and his guest parted. The next night, Radek called from the 
Kremlin to suggest that Miedziński stay for a few

ght be received by Stalin. Having no instructions about how to react to such 
an opportunity, the emissary declined this offer69.  

It is doubtful, however, if Miedziński had said anything that the Soviet lead-
ers did not already know before concerning Poland's national interests and her 
fear to accept a political-territorial settlement with Germany at Russia's expense. 
In February 1933, in an article entitled 'New phase of the fascization of Ger-
many, ' C. Radek examined various paths which Berlin could follow to appease 
the Poles if they had agreed to satisfy German claims concerning the "Corridor". 
Stalin's aide listed all the negative implications of such a bargain for Poland and 
concluded: "... giving the Maritime70 up in order to obtain a compromise with 
Germany would be the beginning of the partition of Poland. The Polish bour-
geoisie will hardly agree voluntarily to such an exchange..."71. In the spring of 
1933, Miedziński could not help but notice this statement, as Pilsudski, who ac-
cording to Jan Kowalewski, read even Soviet literary magazines72, probably 
did. Thus, the Soviets had to think that there had been something unspoken in 
Miedziński's express confirmation of this point. It seems that Stalin and Radek 
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with Poland in security matters. The Kremlin's response to the Polish hints (or 
what they probably saw as such) was evident in the article in the Bolshevik pub-
lis

ative in case of a war in the sense of launching offensive on 

 just in time to let the Poles prepare themselves 
fo

ue

 a place d'armes for an attack on Russia. Radek 
summed up his arguments:  

hed in late May:  

"The possession of the Polish corridor provides Poland with a strategic initia-
tive in case of a war in the sense of launching an offensive on Berlin. A 
transfer of the Polish corridor to Germany would provide the latter with a 
strategic initi
Warsaw"73.  

This paragraph must have been interpreted by the Poles as an indication that 
the Soviet Union was interested in preserving Poland's frontiers with both parts 
of divided Prussia as long as Poland had the will to carry on her military build-
up against Germany. The symmetrical composition and characteristic simplicity 
of this paragraph as well as the slight incorrectness of the language, which the 
editors seemed unable to preclude, suggest that the author of this significant 
statement, which had been inserted in the article by L. Madiar, the assistant 
head of the Comintern's Eastern department, was Stalin himself. The Bolshevik 
article represented the Kremlin's next step towards intimate relations with the 
Belweder Palace and appeared

r further talks with Radek.  
Radek's sensational visit to his native country, closely preceded by Raevski's 

mission to Berlin74 lasted from July 6th to 22th, 1933. On the day of his arrival, 
K. Radek informed Miedziński, his official host, of Stalin's desire to continue 
their confidential exchanges. After encounters with political figures, diplomats 
and journalists, Radek, accompanied by Colonel Scieczynski, the director of the 
Iskra news agency, and Jan Berson, the Gazeta Polska Moscow correspondent, 
began on a motor trip to Gdynia on July 12. "Working [his way] along the Ger-
man frontier after he had viewed the Baltic coast, he reached Krakow on July 16 
and went to Tarnow to visit his mother, while his travelling companions re-
turned to Warsaw"75. Miedziński flew to Krakow to take advantage of the op-
portunity for talks with Radek there, as they visited the school both had gradu-
ated from and other places dear to them. A few days later, conversations contin-

d, while Radek and Miedziński were strolling in Warsaw's Park Wilanowski.  
"They in Kremlin," Radek told the colonel, regarded Miedziński's previous 

statements as a "completely convincing" explanation of Poland's motives and 
realized that she did not wish to see a map of Central Europe colored either 
brown or red. Stalin's representative expressed concern that a situation might 
arise in the future in which the Poles would be confronted with a German ulti-
matum to join an anti-Bolshevik crusade or give up the Corridor to allow Hitler 
to turn Eastern Prussia into
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"Actually, if we wholly believe that there neither is nor will be any initiative 
on your part or an agreement with Germany, you, maybe, recognize that in 
case of the ultimate danger I am speaking about the issue is not so simple"76.  

Radek intimated: "We were discussing this in Moscow and, to tell the truth, 
were not sure how we would have acted if we had been in your position"77. 
Miedziński did not conceal his anger. After invoking the names of Adam 
Mickiewicz and Stefan Zeromsky he advised Radek to reread Sienkiewicz's 
Crusaders in order to give up his suspicions that Poland might regard her hon-
our as Dostoevski's heroes did. Colonel Miedziński stated that Poland would re-
ject any German proposal which might lead to her subjugation. Two days later 
he informed Radek that Pilsudski approved his reply78.  

From the Soviet point of view, given Poland's strategic inferiority to Ger-
many, this Polish reaction was illogical and inconsistent with political and mili-
tary realities. Even Radek, who in his early youth had been an ardent Polish pa-
triot disposed to Catholicism, and was thus able to understand the deep national 
feelings among the ruling élite and the Polish people, did not see this answer as 
the genuine expression of Warsaw's views. Stalin probably expected that the 
Poles would express a wish to start preliminary discussions about assistance 
from Moscow in the case of a German ultimatum. After much beating about the 
bush and without having received any such offer, Radek broached the issue 
himself two days before his departure79. He told Miedziński that in the event of 
"an armed conflict between Poland and Germany," it would be worth thinking 
about "something more serious than a détente and a rapprochement" between 
the USSR and Poland. He informed Miedziński that "in such an eventuality we 
might be ready to give help to Poland". Radek assured his interlocutor that Mos-
cow was well aware of how difficult it would be for the Poles to let the Red 
Army march across their territory and said that the Soviets would be ready to 
supply war materials and gasoline to Poland and to concentrate their troops near 
Eastern Prussia should such an invasion occur. Stalin's emissary advised that 
these questions should be discussed in advance by representatives of the Gen-
eral Staffs. The response from the Belweder Palace came the next day: it was 
friendly and evasive; Miedziński was astonished to learn that it was not nega-
tive. He was instructed to reply that the Polish government would consider the 
Soviet proposal, but that it would be premature to start negotiations then, as 
public opinion still had not been prepared. Miedziński "gained the impression 
that Radek had accepted this with understanding"80.  

Miedziński and Radek also discussed modifying restrictions on personal trips 
and promoting cultural exchanges. The resulting "Wilanowski agreements" in-
cluded Warsaw's compliance with Radek's plea that Polish military representa-
tives in the USSR not assist attachés of other countries with their professional 
observations. Radek stressed the importance of mutual withdrawal from inter-
ference in each other's "nationality affairs". When Miedziński pointed to the 
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anti-Polish activity of the Soviet envoy in Kaunas, Radek responded with the 
statement — which he repeated twice — that the Soviet Union was ready to 
give Poland carte blanche as far as Lithuania was concerned81. It was agreed 
that both politicians would remain in touch through correspondence and per-
sonal meetings in case any complications should arose in the course of the So-
viet-Polish rapprochement, which could not be resolved through usual diplo-
matic channels82.  

Another part of Radek's mission was a public demonstration of Soviet sup-
port for Poland's national cause. According to Marian Scieczynski, Radek "ex-
pressed himself with great freedom and apparent sincerity with regard to the 
Polish character of the Corridor" and, regarding Gdynia, "exhibited great sur-
prise and admiration"83. "The sea may unite [the USSR and Poland]," the Soviet 
representative had written at the baltic port of Gdynia.  

Radek's trip significantly coincided with the first visit of a Soviet military 
delegation to Poland. Headed by the Chief of Staff of the Ukrainian Air Force 
military district Ingaunis, it toured a training centre at Deblin and aviation 
works and met with the Chief of the Polish Staff General Gąsiorowski84.  

Those gestures, and especially Radek's stay in Poland, aroused friendly 
comments in the Polish press and numerous speculations in France and Ger-
many. Le Matin suggested that he went there "as a special envoy of Stalin [...] in 
connection with the negotiations between Poland and the Soviets concerning 
friendly neutrality"85. Germania printed a report from Vienna, alleging that Po-
land and the Soviet Union negotiated a secret agreement about their joint resis-
tance to "the imperialist-Chauvinist tendencies of Nazi Germany". Such an ac-
cord would put Soviet armament industry at Poland's disposal and eventually 
produce disturbances within Germany by Communist agitators in case of her 
war against Poland86. Thus, Radek’s visit might have been the last straw that 
forced the German government to reconsider its eastern policy and, in the im-
mediate perspective, lay greater hopes on Poland than on Russia87.  

The Polish representatives in the confidential exchanges of May and July re-
ported to and received instructions from the Komendant through Minister 
Beck88. On the Soviet side, there was no such coordination between Stalin's 
personal diplomacy and the Foreign Office. They at Kuznetskiy Most were un-
aware, at least until late July, of the directives given to Radek and the true goals 
of his mission. Although the Soviet diplomats knew whom Radek represented 
and might have had various suspicions based on this knowledge, they regarded 
the visit as an exploratory one. "Thanks to his connections," Stomoniakov wrote 
to the envoy in Warsaw, the NKID hoped to receive "valuable information 
about the mood within the Polish ruling circles in regard to the USSR, Ger-
many, and other countries"89.  

This task had become especially urgent for the Narkomindel in the beginning 
of July because of the attitude taken by the Polish delegate in the London talks 
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between Litvinov and representatives of Russia's neighbors, Czechoslovakia, 
Yugoslavia, and Lithuania. Negotiations about a regional convention on the 
definition of aggression began in June on initiative of Titulescu, the Rumanian 
foreign minister. On behalf of his government, E. Raczyński informed Litvinov 
that Poland would not join an agreement in which Kaunas, Prague and Belgrade 
were to participate and that she considered the participation of China and Japan 
superfluous. Simultaneously, the Commissar received the Politburo's decision of 
June 29, instructing him not to insist on a convention with the Little Entente and 
instead concentrate efforts on securing the participation of Poland and 
Finland90. Stalin did not wish to spoil the political atmosphere in Warsaw on the 
eve of Radek's trip. Litvinov, who intended to visit the French premier and his 
foreign minister a few days later, wanted to go to Paris with an agreement be-
tween the USSR and the Little Entente; combined pressure from Warsaw and 
Moscow apparently irritated him. Nonetheless he was forced to yield to it, and 
on July 3, signed the convention on the definition of aggression without Lithua-
nia, Yugoslavia, and Czechoslovakia, which joined it by a separate agreement 
few days later. The convention was intended to show Russia's interest in inter-
national security arrangements and her intention to refrain from any aggressive 
actions in North Eastern and Central Europe. For some time this document 
might also serve as a substitute for a Soviet-Rumanian non-aggression pact. The 
conclusion of the regional convention with its strong anti-revisionist flavor ap-
peared as a joint demonstration of its participants at signing the Four Power 
Pact (Initialled earlier that summer, it was signed on July 15 but eventually was 
not ratified by France and Germany).  

Polish efforts to reduce the character of the aggressor definition convention 
to an agreement between Russia and her European neighbors worried Moscow. 
Stomoniakov instructed Antonov-Ovseenko on July 19, that the Soviets must 
remain on guard because:  

"Poland's endeavor proves that Poland conducts a very sophisticated diplo-
matic game, which takes into account not only the possibility of further im-
provement in Polish-Soviet relations, but also the possibility of their deterio-
ration. That is why all the history of the convention talks causes us be on 
great alert in regard to Poland and to distrust seriously the Polish policy"91.  

Until mid-July, the Soviet polpred was inclined to agree with his chief that Pil-
sudski's plans for a federation with Lithuania and the Ukraine had not been 
completely abandoned and he was waiting for an opportunity to carry them out. 
Antonov thought that such hidden deliberations might explain Raczynski's in-
transigence about signing the definition-of-aggression protocol together with 
Japan92. However, Stomoniakov's letter of July 19 met with immediate and 
strong rebuff from the envoy. Antonov-Ovseenko wrote with bitterness about 
"certain prejudices (concerning, above all 'the Rapallo policy')" in the NKID 
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and warned that "such 'psychological' unpreparedness might break down the 
policy of our all-round rapprochement with Poland, which ... we need"93. In the 
first half of 1933, the envoy had agreed with the basic premise of the NKID line 
towards Poland that there existed two rival tendencies in the Polish élite and 
foreign policy, one of which involved exploiting the "Soviet trump card" to 
reach an agreement with Berlin. In the letter of July 20, Antonov-Ovseenko 
claimed, however, that all the evidence confirmed  

"the correctness of the Poles' assertions (Miedziński) to Radek: the Poles' and 
Germans' aspirations to avoid small conflicts, not to severe relations, does not at 
all suggest the existence of a far-reaching collusion between them, [or] the 
preparation of an agreement at our expense. Both sides are preparing for even-
tual war. [...] War is planned in the perspective of two years. Such is the opinion 
of the Poles, such is the decision of the Germans. [...] [I] told C. Litvinov at his 
last passage through Warsaw: when Poland and Germany would face imme-
diate war, their attempt to come to agreement could not be excluded. But any 
such negotiations in the recent time are unknown to me.  
After that — the London negotiations took place, "the eastern pact" was signed, 
C. Radek brought about the thorough sounding out [the Poles] with known, 
very positive, results. The situation has been clarified. After some hesitations 
Poland had decided to follow, for the time being, the course which had been 
roughly charted by the Marshal three years earlier.  
How far will this rapprochement go? Does it guarantee the creation of a Polish-
German anti-Soviet front? Has the Marshal given up 'federalist dreams'? At this 
stage, these questions are rather 'theoretical'. Real policy demands from us the 
rapprochement with Poland, if only to increase her resistance to German impe-
rialism and make the formation of a German-Polish bloc more difficult"94.  

Referring to his and Radek's conversations with the Poles in further polemic 
with Stomoniakov, the polpred added that Raczyński had not been authorized to 
raise objections concerning the hypothetical participation of Japan in the Lon-
don conventions and that his demands to Litvinov met disapproval in Warsaw95.  

Talks with Radek96 and Miedziński97 had apparently freed Antonov-
Ovseenko from many doubts about the Polish policy and made him nearly cer-
tain that Stalin and his associates understood what was required by the long-
term Soviet political interests in regard to Poland much better than sceptical 
Stomoniakov and the NKID's officials did. The polpred ended his letter to Sto-
moniakov, circulated among all members of the collegium, with a warning: "[I] 
send the copy to the Session [the usual euphemism for the Politburo or Sta-
lin]"98. Krestinski (Stomoniakov had been on leave since the late July) promptly 
dictated in reply: "there are neither principal nor practical disagreements be-
tween the NKID and you on the issue of the Soviet-Polish relations"99. Upon 
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Radek's arrival in Moscow, the problem was undoubtedly discussed in the upper 
echelons. By August 4, the Narkomindel received an order from the Kremlin to 
revise its policy towards Poland. In a letter to Warsaw Krestinski, while point-
ing out that according to Radek's report the party leader of the ruling bloc, W. 
Slawek, and prime minister A. Prystor were sympathetic toward Germany, 
stated that this fact must serve as an additional reason for redoubling Soviet ef-
forts "to force through a rapprochement with Poland in order to make her take a 
definite position and [to?] break off negotiations directed against us"100. It is not 
clear which negotiations between Poland and Germany the First Deputy Com-
missar had in mind (he was probably referring to a conversation between Hitler 
and Wysocki on May 2), and whether this formula was Stalin's or his own. In 
any case the directive laid the main stress on the tactical value of Soviet rap-
prochement with Poland. It was assumed in Moscow that "it is easier for us than 
for Germany to come to agreement with Poland. That is why our steps in this di-
rection, most probably, will be crowned with success"101.  

The same day, August 4, the Chairman of the Soviet government received 
Ambassador Dirksen. The interview itself might be considered only natural 
(two weeks earlier Molotov had given an audience to the ambassador of 
France), if not for the language he used. Molotov went far beyond wishes for 
good relations between Germany and the USSR, assuring Dirksen that since the 
attitude of Russia to the Versailles treaty "has not changed, our future relations 
with Germany will therefore depend exclusively on the position Germany 
adopts in relation to the USSR. If it follows the former policy, then we will have 
no bases for altering our lines"102. The ambassador felt this interview could "be 
used as a springboard for more exhaustive discussions on the clarification of 
German-Russian relations"103. His hopes seemed to be coming true when barely 
two weeks later at a private dinner in the outskirts of Moscow, Stalin's close as-
sociate, A. Yenukidze, repeated to him the major points of Molotov’s statement. 
During this meeting, Krestinski told Dirksen about his intention, ostensibly 
supported by the party leadership, to stop in Berlin on his way back from a 
Kissingen spa for talks with Hitler or Göring104.  

Thus, by the fall of 1933, the difference between the policies pursued by Sta-
lin and his circle and those of Litvinov, with the Narkomindel officials standing 
between them, had become apparent. Stalin was following a seemingly oppor-
tunistic course. He let the Foreign Commissar draw the USSR closer to the Ver-
sailles powers; the summer of 1933 witnessed the settlement of the Soviet-
British conflict and a growing intimacy between Moscow and Paris, demon-
strated during Edouard Herriot's unofficial trip to the USSR. Changes in Soviet 
relations with Poland were especially manifest. "In those countries that were not 
afraid to define clearly the word aggressor there cannot exist aggressive inten-
tions", Matuszewski stated in the Gazeta Polska105. Stalin went as far as to offer 
Poland an alliance against Germany — an overture which the NKID would 
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have certainly disapproved of had it been consulted. The fact that Stalin decided 
to demonstrate the Soviet-Polish rapprochement before it actually was achieved 
and neglected the NKID's advice to go slowly in order to stimulate pro-Russian 
tendencies in France and Poland indicates that he did not consider support for 
the status quo in Europe against the German menace to be the only means of 
satisfying Soviet interests. Within this framework, the appearances of a Soviet-
Polish rapprochement and the prospect of further negotiations with Warsaw 
might serve as an inducement for Berlin to begin serious bargaining. Influenced 
also by domestic political motives, Soviet public denunciations of the Nazis 
could serve such foreign policy purpose. In confidential exchanges with Berlin 
the "carrot" method was applied.  

Molotov and Yenukidze admitted to the German ambassador the possibility 
that Russia and Germany could cling to each other to deal with "the same diffi-
culties and enemies", about which the Chancellor had spoken in an interview 
with the Russian ambassador. The 4th of August was a reply to Hitler's over-
ture. Sober foreign policy considerations called for containment of imperialist 
Germany, be it Wilhelmine, Weimar, or Nazi. But the decline of bourgeois 
Europe, the deepening crisis of the post-war settlement and the success of the 
Hitlerite movement as well as the basic instincts of Bolshevism could not but 
cause grave doubts about the wisdom of joining the defenders of the disappear-
ing status quo. A few months later, Radek with his an almost cynical flexibility 
expressed these feelings of his superiors, while talking to a German journalist: 
"...we know that Versailles is no longer in existence. You must not imagine us 
to be so foolish that we will fall into the spokes of world history"106. 

Besides natural uncertainties and an ever-present desire to exploit tensions in 
the outside world, Stalin's diplomacy in regard to Poland reflected his firm de-
termination to provide Moscow with an opportunity to choose between condi-
tions Pilsudski and Hitler could offer her in the future and to secure a position 
of force from which to begin bargaining. This attitude was basically inconsistent 
with the Narkomindel efforts to bring about a lasting rapprochement between 
the USSR and the West. Soviet cooperation with Poland, its key and increas-
ingly independent agent in Central Eastern Europe was of decisive importance 
for this process. But as the summer wore on, both Soviet approaches to Poland, 
whatever were the discrepancies between them, appeared largely compatible 
with each other, and Moscow's attitude to her seemed friendlier than it ever had 
been or would again be.  
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